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Subject Areas
— agriculture
— biotechnology
— economics
— geography
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— science, technology & society

Topics and Themes
— history of seeds
— advances in modern agriculture and plant genetics
— consequences of monocultures
— biotechnology and profits
— preservation of agricultural heritage

SYNOPSIS

SEEDS is a concise explanation of the importance of genetic diversity to the world food supply. In Third World countries, indigenous varieties of food crops are rapidly disappearing from genetically rich areas, replaced by seeds produced by multinational chemical companies, seeds now bred to be dependent on agrichemicals. The future of our food supply depends on our ability to conserve genetic resources and redirect the goals of today's plantbreeding.

Mechanized farming, biotechnology, and the production of seeds with special attributes for fast growth, high yield, and large fruit provide the new focus for modern agriculture.
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Farming has been redesigned to accommodate large, distant populations and the mass production technologies of the food industry. The tomato, for example, has been bred to produce high yields, low moisture content, and tough skins for mechanical harvesting. A reduced nutritional value, lower vitamin C, is the unfortunate side-effect.

The ancient origins of wheat are traced to the agricultural lands of Turkey; the tomato to Peru. Here, seeds have been selected over centuries of traditional farming because of their suitability to the soil and climate of the particular region. Where these conditions vary within the same region, different varieties of seeds have evolved, each adapted to regional conditions.

The genetic cross-breeding of crop plants has moved from the fields into the greenhouses and laboratories. Advances in plant cloning and in DNA transfer are beginning to produce varieties of seeds that have the characteristics to resist each new threat in the fields. But they are still vulnerable to others. Examples of corn blight and citrus canker disasters show the vulnerability of crops developed for high yields through hybridization and genetic engineering.

Biological research may be fueled by profit motivation. Food processing companies anticipate large profits from high consumer demand for highly refined food products. Seeds, dependent on pesticides and chemical fertilizers to achieve their maximum potential yield, guarantee higher profits for petrochemical-controlled seed companies. Toxic quantities of chemicals, however, are beginning to show up in water supplies across the continent.

Emphasis on profits and priorities of mass production is reducing the vital seed resources available to world agriculture. An inadequately funded but energetic attempt is being made to save the heritage of agriculture through the formation of an international network of seed banks.

The narrator poses two open ended questions:

"Should the economics of the assembly line decide the nature of our food?"

"Can we achieve an agriculture to feed the world without destroying it?"
ACTIVITIES

JUNIOR HIGH

• Seeds are produced by flowering plants. Choose a large flower, such as a petunia; dissect and examine the reproductive organs. Explain how function fits structure for each part of the flower.

• What purpose does pollen serve in the formation of seeds? Use a microscope to examine and draw the pollen grains from various flowers.

• What is "cloning"? Investigate the current research on the cloning of plants and animals. In small groups make notes on the political, moral, economic, and social implications of cloning. What would be the implication of cloning humans?

• Organize a seed science fair. Design experiments with proper control of variables to investigate the following questions about seeds:
  — What parts make up a seed?
  — Do seeds need water to sprout?
  — Will seeds sprout in the cold?
  — Will seeds sprout if they are not right side up?
  — Do seeds need soil to sprout?
  — Will seeds sprout in soil under water?
  — Do seeds need light to sprout?
  — Does the depth of planting affect whether or not seeds will sprout?
  — Do different seeds sprout at different rates?

• Most of the world’s seeds evolved in a narrow area of land near the equator, stretching from the highlands of the Peruvian Andes, through the Kirghiz Steppe, and on to the tropical forests of Malaysia. Use an atlas to locate this seed belt. Research the climate and soil conditions of Peru and Turkey. Make an illustrated presentation to the class.
• Compare the new look of farming in Peru with the traditional ways. Display your points of comparison in a chart.

• The tomato is often thought of as a vegetable, but it is really a fruit. Using a library reference, find out what distinguishes fruits from vegetables.

• Hold a contest in class to grow the largest radishes. Use information from the program and from your own research to help determine the best growing strategies. Prepare a science project display of your results.

• Seed banks serve a vital role in preserving our agricultural heritage. In small groups work on an advertising campaign to heighten public and government awareness and to solicit support for the seed banks.

• Interview local farmers and gardeners to find growers who plant heirloom seeds in your community. Present your findings to the agriculture editor of your local newspaper for a feature article in a harvest edition at Thanksgiving on preserving local seed heritage. Find out which families bring native vegetables or fruits to their harvest feast.
SENIOR HIGH — COLLEGE

• In 1970, 15% of the U.S. corn crop was lost to corn blight. In 1984, citrus canker virtually wiped out Florida’s orange harvest. In small groups discuss ways in which these natural disasters could have been minimized or avoided.

• Examine the list of ingredients on the label of a ketchup bottle. Locate a recipe for making ketchup, and make your own. Compare the two ketchups by as many different standards as you can. Perform a consumer preference taste-test using several commercial brands of ketchup as well as your own. Write up a research report complete with conclusions and recommendations.

• Trace the historical foundations of plant genetics from Gregor Mendel’s studies over 150 years ago on inheritance patterns in garden plants, to the present activities in plant genetics. Present your findings in a bulletin board display.

• Hold a formal debate on the topic: “Can we achieve an agriculture to feed the world without destroying it?”

• Interview local government officials at various levels to find out the legal controls and restrictions on the use of herbicides and pesticides in your immediate community and beyond. Check with environmental and ecological groups for their opinions on these regulations. Write up your findings in an editorial suitable for a local daily newspaper.

• Research the various theories of evolution. In what ways do mutation and natural selection affect changes in plants? Cite specific examples. Give an illustrated class talk to report your findings.

• In small groups discuss the profitability of biotechnology as applied to food crops.

• Role-play a scenario where the executives of a “Vegi-Snack” company are brainstorming to find new products and new markets for their existing products.
• Write an argumentative essay to answer the narrator's question: "Should the economics of the assembly line decide the nature of our food?"

• Plan a field trip to a farm that practices monoculture production. Discuss with the farmer the kind of machinery needed; the reason for the crop choice; the measures of protection against crop and economic loss. Write up your trip in a feature article for a local weekly newspaper.

• Investigate the effect of corporate monoculture farming upon:
  —the small, family farm
  —soil preservation practices
  —the level of debt of the individual farmer
  —government influence in farming
  —number of farm bankruptcies
  —consumption of agricultural chemicals
  —ground water pollution

• Invite a botanist from a nearby university, college or commercial laboratory to talk to the class about recent developments in plant biotechnology and agrigenetics.

• Hold an open class discussion on the use of such words as "advance," "achievement" and "progress" in reporting the developments of agricultural science.

• Read the novel, THE DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, by John Wyndham, Ballantine, 1986. Give a book talk to the class, linking the themes of the novel to those of the film.
QUOTATIONS FOR DISCUSSION

“From seed time to harvest, it’s a constant battle to protect crops.”

★ ★ ★

“We’ve engineered a new kind of agriculture.”

★ ★ ★

“A single crop, often a single variety of seed, is dangerous uniformity.”

★ ★ ★

“The farmer here is a manager with a well planned assembly line.”

★ ★ ★

“Biotechnology offers great potential for profit.”

★ ★ ★

“The healthy crop is bought at the expense of the environment.”

★ ★ ★

“The crop is defenseless unless it is wrapped from seed to harvest in a petrochemical shield.”

★ ★ ★

“The small farmer is being driven off the land.”

★ ★ ★

“Technology is altering the face of the Earth to suit a new human purpose.”

★ ★ ★

“Seed is our past and our future.”
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RELATED BULLFROG FILMS

GENETICS

THE LAST CHANCE  28 minutes
CINE Golden Eagle Winner. The National Zoo’s endangered species project at the research station in Front Royal, Virginia, presents a positive course of action.

LIGHTS BREAKING  59 minutes
Best Science and Technology Film, San Francisco International Film Festival. Brings together three world-class scientists, a poet, a theologian and an ordinary citizen to discuss the ethical and practical concerns raised by recent technological breakthroughs in genetic engineering.

THE NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL  15 minutes
After a dramatic recovery of a formerly endangered species, the Northern Elephant Seal is still living on the edge of extinction because of the species’ lack of genetic diversity.

AGRICULTURE

CIRCLE OF PLENTY  27 minutes
Biointensive agriculture, producing the maximum amount of food from a small plot using the minimum amount of energy inputs and water, offers hope for solving part of the world hunger problem.

ON AMERICAN SOIL  28 minutes
CINE Golden Eagle. Explores the nature and extent of soil erosion and American agriculture from The Conservation Foundation.

POTATOES  28 minutes
Like most small farmers, potato growers are in an economic squeeze—expensive machinery, chemicals and debt on one hand, and low prices for their product on the other. Food processing corporations gain control of the potato market and replace family farmers.

A SENSE OF HUMUS  28 minutes
In this well-made film, organic farmers outline the arguments for (and contest those against) an agriculture based on ecological principles.